5 Outdoor Activities for Cooooold Winter Days
Activities so fun, you won't even feel the cold!

1. Animal Track Hunt
This activity is best done the morning after a fresh snowfall, but anytime there is
snow on the ground will do! Head outside (bonus if you're near a wooded area) with
a camera or blank notebook/pencil and search for animal tracks in the snow! When
you find some, take pictures and/or have your child draw what they see in their
notebook. Keep in mind that not all animals make paw prints! What might a snake or
bug look like making its way through the snow? Ask your child which animal they
think the tracks belong to, and jot ideas down. Once you're back inside warming up,
search through animal track books - Tracks, Scats and Signs by Leslie Dendy is a
favorite of ours - or utilize the internet to help you accurately identify the tracks you
found!
2. Frozen Bubbles
Save this one for when the temps are super de-duper cold, as you need it to be well
below freezing outside for the bubbles to freeze rapidly. This is about as easy as it
gets - simply grab that container of bubble juice from the summer (or whip up your
own), head outside, and start blowing! The bubbles should freeze before they hit the
ground. This gives your child a rare opportunity to get a good look at a bubble,
watch the crystals form on it, and to see what it looks like when it pops/breaks. Talk
with your child about the differences between bubbles in the summer and bubbles
in the winter.
3. Snowball Lanterns
To prep for this activity, all you need is some glowsticks and fresh snow! Have your
child make a bunch of snowballs. Place glowsticks standing up in the snow and
carefully stack snowballs loosely around the glowstick to form a snowball lantern!
This is an especially fun activity in the late afternoon (you know... when the kiddos
are in that pre-bedtime meltdown mode), because the lanterns can be really
enjoyed when the sun has gone down! You can really ramp up the excitement for
this activity if you put the glowsticks outside on the ground when the snow begins to
fall. This way, the snow will cover the sticks, creating a super fun and colorful
"Northern Lights" effect in the yard!
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4. Frozen Scavenger Hunt
This activity will work whether you have snow on the ground or not. It takes a little
prep, but will provide tons of fun! Gather an assortment of small toys and objects
from around the house and freeze them in ice cubes. When ready, hide the frozen
objects outdoors and have your child go on a hunt to find all of them. Extend this to a
literacy activity by making a checklist for your child to read and check off as they
search. Once you've gathered all of the objects (and maybe rehid them a time or
two), bring them inside and place all of the frozen cubes in the warm bath water with
your child. Your child can watch the toys thaw out as they warm up too!
5. Indoor Winter
Let's face it - sometimes, it's just too cold to be outside. But that doesn't mean that
you and your child can't still enjoy the beautiful winter scene that nature provides!
So, on one of those super cold days, bring the outdoors inside! Set up a tarp or
plastic sheet on the floor and bring in some containers of snow and an assortment of
outdoor winter nature objects - like icicles, pinecones, frozen sticks or rocks, etc.
Give your child a variety of instruments to sort, scoop, create, and examine the
nature with. Mix some food coloring in spray bottles of water and let them "paint" the
snow. Watercolors work great on ice blocks. Experiment with ways to melt icicles
fastest - use things like pickle juice, warm water, and salt. Have fun digging into
wintery goodness while still staying warm inside!

BONUS: Tips for Dressing Appropriately for Outdoor Winter Fun
Though there are some areas where temps dip far too low to safely play outside regardless of
winter gear, in general, the issues with being too cold to venture outdoors usually lie in the clothing
choices and not the thermometer. Here are some of our best tips for ensuring you stay protected
to best enjoy nature in the winter:
*Cover Up! Your body will lose heat through any uninsulated area of your body. Put on a hat and a
scarf; make sure as little skin is exposed as possible!
*Cold Hands = Cold Essentials! If your hands are cold, that doesn't just mean that you need gloves
- it also means that your essential organs/core aren't insulated well enough! Focus on covering
the mid-section to help the warm blood flow to your extremities.
* Layer Up! For best protection on your feet and hands, start with a silk liner, cover with wool, and
then a waterproof shell or layer.
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